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1.1� ���� 

������������~��
��� SQ029 � �~����:�

9VSPB{�k 747-400'� ����HI�� !	�~������ !{

����  

SQ029 �  Z¡¢£¤¥ CM-1¦��§V¨����©���¡¢£¤

¥ CM-2¦��V¨����ª5«¬45�®	¯��  

°±²³¡¢£´µ¦¶·¸�²�R�SQ029� C6:7 =¹º» SS

456 0717:35²�¼ ½¾¿À
45ÁÂÃÄ singapore two nine taxi to 

runway two four via taxiway sierra five sierra papa Ä ¼ Å SS456ÆÇ45

²�ÈÉ4» S5456Ê¡ËÌ5Í� 612� 611ÎÏ =¹¦�ÐÊÑÒÓ`

610:ÎÏ = ÈÔÕ¼ÎÏ =H�¼ ÑÖ×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞ 1(tailstand)�

ÔÕ¹ßàÒ�` SP 456�áâ4Æ 24 ã6 ¡ÛÜÝÞäå 1.1-1 � 1.1-2

æçè610:ÎÏ =�ÛÜÝÞ$%8<äå 1.1-3æçèSS456S545

6610:ÎÏ =³$%8<äå 1.1-4� 1.1-5èJEPPESEN
å-HI !4

56äå 1.1-6¦ 

�éê²�HI�� !ë()ìí���îtïð��ñ  

5wx	
]^y�z¡¢£¤¥�z¦Ë��������ò�ó5{�

ô�õöy�zHg[�½�����
��÷�ösø�mù��zno  
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å 1.1-1� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � å 1.1-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.1-3 
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å 1.1-4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.1-5 
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å 1.1-6 
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1.1.1 ���	
����� 

¼ ÔÕ 610:ÎÏ =¹�HIú°ûü��¡¢£¤¥ C1¦� SQ029

� ���¡¢£¤¥ P¦{��MN|}ä£Ã 

0720:03²Ã 

C1Ã singapore two nine ground 

C1Ã singapore two nine taipei ground 

P Ã singapore two nine sorry about that we miss sierra five 

0720:22²Ã 

C1Ã singapore two nine did you have the sign signboard of taxiway sierra five in 

sight 

PÃ ya we have it in sight sorry about that because of missing 

C1Ã singapore two nine roger 

¸ 0724²�SQ029� «ý�þ®	 HI�!°È SQ029� ®	¹�

ÎÀûü��Ò�¼ ÈÔÕ 610:ÎÏ =²��×F	 ÛÜÝÞ{���

�²HI�ð��¡¢£¤¥ C3¦� SQ029� ���{��MNä£Ã 

0730:53²Ã 

C3Ã singapore two nine Taipei 

PÃ singapore two nine go ahead 

C3Ã singapore two nine your operation want me to relay you a message when 

you taxi from sierra five passing parking bay six one one appears you hit 

something on the ground 

PÃ singapore two nine say again 

C3Ã singapore two nine stand by I’ll check again 

0731:50²Ã 

C3Ã singapore two nine Taipei 

PÃ go ahead 
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C3Ã singapore two nine your operation want to relay a message to you when you 

taxi out from sierra five taxiway passing parking bay six one one it appears 

you hit something on the ground please check 

PÃ roger singapore two nine 

0732:50²�¼ 	®	
�»	
�� 150¢¶Ã 

C3Ã singapore two nine Taipei 

PÃ go ahead 

C3Ã singapore two nine our airport management want you to back to cks airport 

for checking 

PÃ just stand by ok 

0734:10²����()�oÑÖÃ 

C3Ã singapore two nine revised maintain flight level two zero zero waiting for 

the answer 

PÃ singapore two nine roger flight level two zero zero 

0734:24²Ã 

PÃ singapore two nine maintain flight level two zero zero 

C3Ã singapore two nine roger maintain flight level two zero zero and say 

intention now 

PÃ singapore two nine just confirm we the operation normal at the moment and 

we would like to continue to Singapore 

C3Ã singapore two nine stand by 

0736:32²Ã 

C3Ã singapore two nine maintain flight level two zero zero contact taipei control 

one two nine point one just confirm again is everything ok 

PÃ affirmative our operation looking singapore two nine 


��� SQ029� ���³{��Nklm�ähN 1  
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1.2  ������� 

SQ029 � Ë	�~������ !�û¹�o�TU¼ ÑÊ��Ö

¡leading edge flap¦£������¸ 3�R � 5�R{��Ù�¡äå 1.2-1

� 1.2-2æç¦�ÉTU� ����  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.2-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.2-2 
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1.3  ���������� 

1.3.1 �������� 

� � ! ( CM-1 CM-2 

�" 43 33 

#æ�:� ATPL 501004 ATPL 501737 

$��ö
%&' 12 / 28 / 2001 12 / 2 / 2001 

$��ö��&' 5 / 28 / 2002 5 / 13 / 2002 

�k 747-400	5²( 5,287:25 5,266:04 

)	5²( 14,758:50 7,358:26 

$��ö*+�o 2 / 8 / 2002 3 / 12 / 2002 

$��öÈHI !®, 6 / 16 / 2002 6 / 26 / 2002 

 

1.3.2 ������� 

 ' B747-412 

~����:� 9V-SPB 

-./ Boeing Commercial Airplane 

J: 26551 

0/�1 10 / 29 / 1994 

2�� Singapore Airlines Pte Ltd 

3�� Wilmington Trust Company 

~����#49: Singapore Registered – No. S124 

~��5
#49: CAA, Singapore, No. AWC 401 

)	5²( 36,394�² 

)�ûö( 5,374ö 

¶ö6�78 Check A1 / 7C 

¶ö6��1 6 / 17 ~ 18 / 2002 
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1.4  ���� 

1.4.1 � !" 

9æ���
�¸��ô:h¸H{ !R8�HI�� !:;<4E=8�

 !&'äå 1.4-13/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.4-1 
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�é$%>?@AÃC6:7 =SS456612ÎÏ =611ÎÏ =

610:ÎÏ =�SP456¯��±ÆBRCë
D
D =SS456Q

1ÎÏ =SP456� 06/24ã6 
D =�EÆÇRCë C10C9C8

C7C6C5C4C3C2¯�Q1ÎÏ =�EÆÇRCë� 615614613

612611610:609:¯ÎÏ =� S5456 Q1ÎÏ =SP456

06/24ã6�FÎ SP456� 06/24ã6G S4� S5Hþ0I456¯��%

:8<äÊå 1.1-53/  

HI�� !2J�
D =
��7K�ÆL±¡ MLÆ
D¦�Q1Î

Ï =ÐN
��LB7K¡ MLÆ
D{$O�Æ�PLÆ 06/24ã6¦��

ÇÍ�1ÎÏ =ÐN
��L±7K¡ MLÆ
D¦ � SS456»Q1Î

Ï =» SP456³�´ëFÎ{QRSTU{6ü  

ÈQ1 611ÎÏ =� 610:ÎÏ =³�� V¡Z 30�WX 8�W

Y 3.5�W¦��øZÇEÍë[\>ûü]�^,¡ÇÍ_ 610:ÎÏ =_

`, 28.7�W¦�[\>`QÚY 6�W{	 ÛÜÝÞ¡_ 610:ÎÏ =_

`, 31�W�_ V±Í 6�W¦ È V±Í��QRSTUa&{�bI¡_

610:ÎÏ =_`, 32�W¦ È V±Í 9�W����cd 1�W{æe

fg¡_ 610:ÎÏ =_`, 33.5�W¦ Räå 1.4-2�å 1.4-33/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.4-2 
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å 1.4-3 

hi°±	
�D><	
.B=¡Aeronautical Information Publication, AIP¦

3jÃ610:ÎÏ =îN7K{$� 'ëB-757' ¡Ök 38.05�W¦�SQ029

� :�k 747-400' �Ök 64.9�W  

 

1.4.2  #$%��� 

1.4.2.1  &'�( 

�é>?3� =l�mn<¤opq_`,=(rSimple Nose Wheel Lead-in 

Line)�äå 1.4-43/è
��È
D =OPs4` / º0(Taxi-in / Push-out)

�b�äå 1.4-53/èQ1ÎÏ =:;7 tî(Parking Apron)��6üB±

ÙÍl�456^FÎ�¿uäqûv{ew>x 
��È¼ =OPs�

±Í SS4564` / ÆBÍ SP45640�b  
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å 1.4-4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.4-5 

 

SS456Hy,+,2�X 20�R{^nFâ�,�ÙÍ�z{>, |

Î SS456{ÎÏ =��_`,:X 15�Rmns<¤o_`,=�b"-

#}�ÙÍ� 15�Rz{>,�{øÙÍß~�Xï¸ë 15�R�{>, ¼

ÎÏ =FÎ SP456{_`,�FÎ SS456$µ  

ÎÏ ={< =9:=+,]<ËÙÍ_`,�456Hy,³�Z 2.8 �

WX 1.8 �W�_ÙÍ_`,�� 24�W�¼ÎÏ =9:+,{���Æ:

LB�P� =456LÆÎÏ =�äå 1.4-6� 1.4-73/  
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å 1.4-6 

 

 

 

 

å 1.4-7 

SS456X 30�W��ÙÍ� =¡AÎÏ =¦{������X 15�

RZ 4.5�W³_ 15�R{��^n+,������^n+,�³_ 7.5

�W&�Fâ�,�äå 1.4-8�M3/ SS456� S5456{���6��

��Fâ^n�,+,]-  

 

�� ��

�� ��
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å 1.4-8 

1.4.2.2  )*+�( 

<���./0=2_ S5456Hy, 37.2�W�_ SS456Hy, 49.6

�W�:z�^�{ SS4568<./�^�z�{<S5 �=�Æ�./��

 äå 1.4-93/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.4-9 

 

2  ICAO Annex 14 Aerodrome  

5.4.3.2 An information sign shall be provided where there is an operational need to identify by a sign, a specific location, or 

routing (direction or destination) information. 

5.4.3.3 Information signs shall include: direction signs, location signs, destination signs, runway exit signs, runway vacated

signs and intersection take-off signs 
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¼./0Z 2.97�W�Y 0.8�W�0ü��Y 0.2�W�)Y 1�W�0

ü`��Y 0.4�W  

1.4.2.3  &'�(�, 

¼>?{ =�456+,:�����"-��HI !�J�'� h

KL¼����MNÃ�"-:hi"-ê²{ FAA23  

1.4.2.4  #$%���� �(-. 

1.4.2.4.1 /01�&' 

���
�¸��ô:h¸���Ã 

r5.2.8.7 Standard-A taxiway center line marking shall be at least 15cm in width 

and continuous in length �Ä¡��-��������	
�� 15�����

����¦ 

���
�� !"-���ô�<()*
"#=Ã 

r2.3.13 Recommendation-The guide lines should normally be continuous solid 

yellow lines at least 15cm,but preferably 30 cm, in width�..�¡��-�������

������ � 15���!"� 30���¦ 

1.4.2.4.2 2�345&637-. 

�
 !U�"#"-+�23Ã 

# 3.8.5$%�&'()*+,(-.�/012)345�06�789/

01:;�<�:;�<197=�>�?@ABCDE������ 1.5 �F

GH/01:;�<IFJKL�M 1.5�F�N� 1.0�F�O/01PQR30

345SI06TUVWFJHX 
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���
�¸��ô:h¸���Ã 

Y 5.2.12.4 Recommendation-An aircraft stand identification (letter and/or 

number) should be included in the lead-in line a short distance after the beginning of 

the lead-in line.  The height of the identification should be adequate to be readable 

from the cockpit of aircraft using the stand.�R��-/01:;�<RZ[\/]^

ZS�_>�>���E�>�?`IaKbcEdHef��g �h4ij

Uk0lImnopqrstuefHS 

���
�� !"-���ô�()*
"#Ã 

Y2.3.14 Recommendation-Where it is considered necessary to distinguish 

between lead-in lines and lead-out lines, arrow heads indicating the directions to be 

followed should be add to the lines. The designation number/letter of the stand should 

be incorporated in the lead-in line (see Figure 2-10)�.�R��-v�wx��>�

y�z��{O�5V>|}�.H/01:;Z[/^Z�<�_>/0l�>

���&'( 2-10,(-.H�S 
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����
�� AC150-5340 1Hfg 

29.Surface Painted Gate Identification SignsR~O�CI/01ef�<S 

YSurface painted gate identification signs are used, when necessary, to assist 

pilots in location their destination gate�. As shown in Figure 14. They are located 

adjacent to taxiway centerlines on the side to which a turn will be made to travel 

toward the gates� . Surface painted gate identification signs have a yellow 

background with a black inscription�.the inscriptions must have a maximum height of 

4 feet�.�R~O�CI/01ef�<����pq��e��I/01��&

'( 14,(-.�~9O������K��k����>I0l�K��H/

01ef�C��N�Z�Z!M� 4�S 
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30.Surface pained Apron Entrance Point SignsR~O�CI/01:;�<S 

YSurface painted apron entrance point signs are used, when need to assist pilots 

in locating their position on an apron, which has a large expanse of continuous 

pavement along the edge of the terminal apron. They are especially useful to identify 

entrances and exits from the terminal apron�. As shown in Figure 15.They are located 

7 feet from the taxiway centerlines on the side to which a turn will be made to travel 

toward the apron�.�R~O�CI/01:;�<���pq��e�-=I0

l19�k0l�1Om�0l�I�C����CH~O�CI/0l�>@

�<��em�0lI>�yz��f2U��&'( 15,(-.�~O���

�/0lI���E������ 7�G�HS 
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1.4.2.4.3 2�8/019'-. 

����
�� AC150-5340 1Hfg: 

Y�Dashed taxiway edge markings are used when there is an operational need 

to define the edge of a taxiway or taxilane on a paved surface where the pavement 

contiguous to the taxiway edge is intended for use by aircraft, e.g., an apron�Dashed 

taxiway edge markings consist of a broken double yellow line, with each line being at 

least 6 inches (15 cm) in width, spaced 6 inches (15 cm) apart (edge to edge). The lines 

are 15 feet (4.5 m) in length with 25-foot (7.5 m) gaps is to hold.� R�v�����

 ���]��¡�¢�Dk�¢£�¤�CD¥¦�imnojU�&0l��

§�������¨©ª���ª��«¬K�
�� 15 ���®E�

15���4.5�Fg�Ba¯�ª��®E 7.5�FHS 

1.4.2.4.4 )*+37-. 
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���
�¸��ô:h¸���Ã 

Y5.4.3.16 Standard-At a taxiway intersection, information signs shall be 

located prior to the intersection and in line with the taxiway intersection marking. 

Where there is no taxiway intersection marking, the signs shall be installed at least 60 

m from the centre line of the intersecting taxiway where the code number is 3 or 4 and 

at least 40 m where the code number is 1 or 2.  

 Note. ° A location sign installed beyond a taxiway intersection may be 

installed on either side of a taxiway.� 

(��-=���±²��³´�.�	
8=±²�IB�µ¶���±²

���·¸K¹º=»2���±²����6¼�½�g �¾� 3] 4¿	


À�.�ÁÂOEd·±������I� 60 �FGº½�g �¾� 1

] 2¿	
À�.�ÁÂOEd·±������I� 40�FGH 

ÃÄÂ8=���±²�4ÅI19�.��{4ÁÂ=���ÆÇK�H) 

Y5.4.1.3 Standard-Signs shall be frangible. Those located near a runway or 

taxiway shall be sufficiently low to preserve clearance for propellers and the engine 

pods of jet aircraft. The installed height of the sign shall not exceed the dimension 

shown in the appropriate column of Table 5-4.R��-�.�	
ÈÉÊ¨�HËÌ

½�]���ÁÂ��.��M 	
ÍOmnoÎÏÐyÑÒÓÔ0�ÕÖH

�.��ÁÂM 	
×ØÙÚ 5-4��Û�-.�FJHS 

Table 5-4 Location distances for taxiing guidance signs including runway exit signs 
Sign Height (mm) 

Code number Legend Face (min) 
Installed 
(Max) 

Perpendicular 
distance from 

defined taxiway 
pavement edge to 
near side of sign 

Perpendicular 
distance from 

defined runway 
pavement edge to 
near side of sign 

1 or 2 200 400 700 5-11m 3-10m 
1 or 2 300 600 900 5-11m 3-10m 
3 or 4 300 600 900 11-21m 8-15m 
3 or 4 400 800 1,100 11-21m 8-15m 
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� 5-4 45_ ./0@¡ã60I./0G8<_¢ 
�����(mm) 

����	
 ��� 
�� 

(��) 
���� 

(��) 

�������

�������

����� !

�" 

�������

�������

���� !�

" 
1# 2 200 400 700 5-11$% 3-10$% 
1# 2 300 600 900 5-11$% 3-10$% 
3# 4 300 600 900 11-21$% 8-15$% 
3# 4 400 800 1,100 11-21$% 8-15$% 

1.5   ��:;<=> 

1.5.1  �?�@ 

1.5.1.1  #AB 

£iKLMNÃSQ029� � C6:7 =¹ºÓ` SS456¹�ª5¼ 

ûü¤�{�û¥��¡¢£¤¥¦��¦��P5§¢ ê¼ Å SS 456

45²�¦��¨�©¬IÈ 610:ÎÏ =� 611ÎÏ =³¬6¯ª>¯ª�

«ª¼ ¬��¹ßÔÕ SS 456èê²�
���¡¢£¤¥��¦®¯

��°Ë�ü{ C4:7 =� C5:7 =³¬6¯ª>¯ª�ê¼ Å 610:

 =_`,Ó`¼ =¹�×Ø8Ë[±>+,`{QÚÛÜÝÞ�¿T0²�

³´���®¯��È�� SS 456¹�Pp�µÈ�ü¯ªG¦��©¬

� �D�¦��{©¬� ¶¹ÈÔÕ SS456¹�È C3: =·¸¦��

{¹_���¿p�Ã<SQ029 � º» =�×ØÙ£Û¼=¡½J¾í¦ £

iKLMNÃê²¼ 	45»Ç�¿456(EAST CROSS)� SP456�ÀI

h��¦��¹_��¶PÁ¼��2JEJ�D¼��OPÂnHy(Operation 

Control Center)�¼ÂnHyÃ�Ân�ÎÀ�D¹�}¾ =¹_»×FU!Ä

ÅÆÇë¼ ×FÈ:¼ ÛÉÊØ�¿�DË1~��
���®¯{�
�

��¡¢£¤¥Ì��¦
�Í���µ²ÎÏ ! =1�sø�mU!�

1{HI��
�?¡¢£¤¥HI?¦
��Ã�
��°ÐÑÒ��éW��
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ê¼ÂnHyÃ�Ân�È =¹_ÄÅ: SQ029� ×FÛÜÝÞ²�¼ 	

®	Ó5H ×FU!ÔÕ{
 Öçäå 1.5-1 3/ £iKLMN�HI?


��:���{(FG�D¼��®¯���ß�¼��{¨�®¯���

DHI?
��  

 

 

 

 

 

å 1.5-1 

1.5.1.2  ���,B 

£iKLMN�HI?
��ÎÀ����¹�PÑ�Ò�¦��OPÂ

nHy�½¼ ×u�¼ÂnHyÃ�Ân��/IÈØÙÚ�¿ £iKLM

N��ÛsÜ¼Ân�IÝ¦�� =¹_�¿}¾ÄÅ�Þ§
��Ã�
�

�3Åë{¼�IÝ SQ029� �¿  

¶¹Ã�
��°ÑÒÌ��
�Í���£iKLMN�¼Í���/ß

à�6ám��IÈ�1è{¹Ã�
��¢â,Ñ�p�ú°Ã<SQßà×¸

ÇE�½Ù4u�o =�ú°��uãÃ<�ä¸Ù4»ã6�åæ�6�×¸

ÇE�	�æ5ç�Ðæ�ç=  

1.5.2  CD:=>�?@E 

ÈHI?OP{Ì��®¯o8{+�OPèéHêjÃ<� ëì�DÃ�

 ëìW�¡í�Æî	]îï �µîëì²¦�ðB��!?$%o8

FCD�
��ø���Ë1� B�D�ê�ñ �= 

¨�¦��{ëìDpOPèéHêjÃ<OPÂnHyÃ���Èo8ñ
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ËÎÀH�È�òsø�mëìW��D¹�BóPÂ*W��1�Dp¶ô�

Þ¹ê�õZ¡©¦�Z�¡©¦ö�¬5k«rmT÷µîno�U!øæù

#�= ¨h�ëì�m{no�Dp�ÉEÃ<rmT÷�OPÂnHy�r

mno�úûDp�ü«ýIþ�OP�h2J��Dñ %=  

1.6  
��FGHI 

�KL:�~�����{	]no��¬5���0¹����KGuã

 ÄQÄË����Îâ(�Ë��:�ÄAÄË�uã  

1.6.1 CM-1 

Q1 When you were operating on 19 July 2002 on SQ29, what was your gate 

number and subsequent taxi clearance? 

A We were parked at Gate C6 and our taxi clearance was taxiway SS-S5 and left 

onto SP for runway 24. 

Q2 Did you conduct a briefing on the taxi route to be followed before 

commencing taxing? 

A Yes. 

Q3 Who was taxiing the aircraft? 

A The first officer was taxiing the aircraft. 

Q4 Is this a normal procedure in SIA for the first officer to taxi the aircraft when 

he is the pilot flying? 

A Yes. 

Q5 Which parking bay did the First Officer mistakenly turn into thinking that it 

was taxiway S5? 

A We were advised by EVA Operations¡some time after take off¦that it was parking 

bay 609 that we taxied into. There were no markings on the tarmac to indicate that 
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we were turning into bay 609 instead of Taxiway S5 

Q6 Did the First Officer confirm with you that he was following the correct taxi 

route before he turned right into the bay? 

A Yes. 

Q7 How did you realize you were not on Taxiway S5? 

A Somehow during the turn something did not seem right and at about the same 

time the First Officer said the aircraft was close to some equipment to his right. 

Q8 Did you see the sign board for entry to taxiway S5? 

A Yes. I saw the sign board on my left as we taxied parallel to taxiway S5. On 

hindsight, I realized it should have been to our right before entering S5. 

Q9 Could you see the equipment on the bay as mentioned by the First Officer? 

A No, it was out of my line of sight. The equipment was located to the right of the 

aircraft. 

Q10 What action did you take to try and avoid the equipment? 

A The first officer told me he was turning left to avoid contacting the equipment. We 

thought we were clear of the equipment and did not think we hit anything. 

Q11 What was your taxi speed at this time? 

A About 6 knots. 

Q12 Did you advise ATC of your taxiway excursion? 

A ATC¡Taipei Ground Control¦advised us that we made a wrong turn. I 

acknowledged it and apologized to ATC. We were then cleared to continue taxiing 

to taxiway SP and continue to runway 24 for take off. 

Q13 Did you do a visual check of your right wing to make sure you did not make 

contact with any equipment before you took off? 

A No, as the co-pilot was visual with the equipment at all time and was sure we 

were well clear of the equipment. We also carried out our normal SIA procedures 
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for flight control checks before take off and it was normal. 

Q14 Did you notice any abnormal aircraft system indications during take off? 

A No, all systems were normal. 

Q15 When did ATC advise you that you might have hit some tailstands during 

taxiing? 

A Approximately when the aircraft was tracking to VOR APU after take off at about 

15000 ft. 

Q16 What were your subsequent action after being advised by ATC that you 

might have hit some tailstands during taxiing? 

A We did a visual inspection of the right wing¡from the cockpit¦, but could not see 

any damage. We then checked the aircraft systems. All system indications were 

normal. I then called up our handling agent in Taipei¡EVA Operations¦who 

confirmed that we had hit tailstands. 

Q17 Why did you elect to continue the flight to Singapore? 

A The co-pilot strongly believed he did not contact the tailstands during taxi as he 

had visual contact with the tailstands throughout the turn. We thought the jet blast 

could have knocked down the tailstands. I can not recall being advised that there 

were small bits of debris found at the site of the incident. As there was no 

apparent damage to the aircraft and all systems were working normally, I elected 

to proceed to our destination. 

Q18 Were you aware that CKS Operations requested you to turn back to Taipei? 

A Yes. I was, however, under the impression that the request was made by EVA Ops 

and as the request was not repeated by ATC, we were unaware it was form the 

airport authorities and continued our flight to Singapore. EVA Ops also did not 

mention that there was any request for us to turn back. 

Q19 Did you have enough rest before the flight? What was your rest period before 
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operating this flight? 

A Yes I had adequate rest. I was off duty for about 22 hours before operating this 

flight. 

Q20 Do you think fatigue was a contributing factor to the incident? 

A No. 

Q21 What led you to turn into the parking bay instead of continuing straight on 

towards taxiway S5? 

A The following were some of the contributing factors: 

¡a¦ There was no identifying parking bay numbers painted on the tarmac at the 

entry point to the bay. 

¡b¦ There was a continuous brightly painted yellow line leading into the bay 

from taxiway SS. 

¡c¦ The continuation line for SS was quite faded which also created the illusion 

that we should follow the guide-in line to the parking bay instead of 

taxiing straight ahead. 

¡d¦ The wide perspective of the parking bay misled us to think that it was a 

taxiway. 

Q22 Do you have any recommendations to prevent a similar occurrence? 

A Parking bay entrances should be clearly marked to prevent confusion. 

 Taxiway lines should perhaps be repainted. 

Q23 Could you provide us some info on your personal particulars? 

A 

 Age    : 43 

 License no:  : ATPL 501004 

 Total flying hours : About 14400hrs 

 Total flying hours : PIC approx.5000 
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 On Boeing 744: 

1.6.2 CM-2 

Q1 Where was the aircraft parked? 

A Bay C6 at Terminal 2. 

Q2 What was the weather condition? 

A Weather was good with a visibility of 10 Kms. 

Q3 What were the ATC taxi instructions? 

A Taxi SS, S5, SP for runway 24. 

Q4 Did you confirm with the Captain Before making the right turn onto what 

you thought was S5? 

A Yes. 

Q5 When did you realize that you have made a wrong turn? 

A During the turn when I saw the building and the tailstands. 

Q6 What made you decide to turn at this particular position? 

A The taxiway line were not clear and I was confused with the yellow lines mixed 

with white lines. 

Q7 Did you at any moment see the S5 taxiway sign? 

A Yes, I saw it on my left after entering the remote bay. 

Q8 When did you see the tailstand and what did you do after that? 

A I saw the tailstand after turning into the bay and I told the Captain that I was 

deviating to the left to keep clear of the tailstands. 

Q9 How did you know you have cleared the tailstands? 

A I saw the winglet passing the tailstands. 

Q10 What was your taxiing speed during the turn? 

A Between 6 to 7 kts. 
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Q11 Did the Captain informed ATC that the aircraft were not on the correct 

taxiway? 

A No, ATC told us that we made a wrong turn and we apologized. 

Q12 Did you notice anything unusual during the take off? 

A The take off was normal, the aircraft performed wel without abnormal indications. 

Q13 When did ATC notify you of the incident? 

A About seven minutes after take off. 

Q14 What was your action after that notification? 

A The Captain made a visual inspection of the wing from my window and it 

appeared normal. 

Q15 Did the Captain call Eva Air operations? 

A Yes, they informed us that there was a possibility that the aircraft hit tailstands. 

Q16 What made both of you decide to continue the flight to Singapore? 

A After conducting checks in-flight, the Captain found no abnormalities with the 

aircraft�s performance and decided to continue to Singapore. 

Q17 Were you aware that CKS airport authorities requested you to return to 

Taipei? 

A No. We thought ATC was referring to our ops handling agent requesting us to 

return to CKS Airport. As ATC did not repeat the request, we proceeded with the 

flight. 

Q18 You were the pilot flying����PF����the sector? 

A Yes. 

Q19 Is it a company policy that whoever operates the sector taxi the aircraft? 

A Yes, the PF also taxied the aircraft. 

Q20 How many times have you operated into Taipei? 

A 5 times. 
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Q21 How was your duty roster for this flight? 

A I positioned form SIN to LAX, had 1 and a half days in LAX and then operated to 

TPE. I had about 22 hours rest before operating this flight. 

Q22 Did you have enough rest before the flight? 

A Yes, I had plenty of rest and I was not fatigued. 

Q23 What led you to turn into the remote bay instead of taxiway S5? 

A Confusion of lines leading to the parking bay from Taxiway SS. The taxiway line 

from SS to S5 was faded and created an illusion. This was especially so when the 

lead into the remote bay was brightly painted. 

Q24 What recommendations do you have regarding the taxiway marking, to 

avoid similar occurrence? 

A The taxiway markings should be clearly marked and in well painted conditions. 

Q25 Please provide us some personal data about yourself? 

A  

 Age    : 33 

 License no  : ATPL 501737 

 Total flying hours : About 7300hrs 

 Total hours B744 : 3000 hours 
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����k 747-400 ' 	
������¡SINGAPORE 

AIRLINES B-747-400 Flight Crew Training Manual¦H�� 2.1�êjÃ 

TAXI 

Flight Deck Perspective 

There is a large area near the airplane where personnel, obstacles, or guidelines 

on the ground cannot be seen, particularly in the oblique view across the flight deck. 

Special care must be exercised in the parking area and while taxiing. �� 
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LMN OP	QR 

2.1  /0SJ 

SQ029� À
ÁÂ¹�� C6:7 8¹º�Å SS456ÆÇ±�45
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ÁÂ�¼ BÅ SS456ÆÊ45»� S5456{�ÀI¹�Ñ

Ò�` S5 456 å¼ È_¼�ÀIÊ¸�%Q�&�W��'ÐÊÑÒÓ

` 610 :ÎÏ =�ËÔÕ 610 :ÎÏ =¹�àÒ�` SP 456�áâ4Æ

24ã6¿®	  

hæ
ÁÂÃÄ singapore two nine taxi to runway two four via taxiway sierra 

five sierra papa Ä��æ SQ029 � ���32�{ JEPPESEN 
å¡äå

1.1-6¦�
����{ÁÂ`(�45%d:;eÄ  

9æÊj� 1.6)���KLMNÃCM-1È Q8� CM-2È Q2� Q7¯��

GuãÂ�Ã¡�¦ê²ìí��ëîtïð 10�ñG()ìíè¡Q¦Ù8��

�*ÆÈÒ` 610:ÎÏ =²�+ä¸ S5456./0  

Ù8���È 610 :ÎÏ =ä¸ S5 456./0�ê²îtï,���

ñ�./0GG8<_ 610 :ÎÏ =¸ 100 �Wè_ S5  =456� 610 :

ÎÏ =�ÀI¸ 125�W{³u�-��.  

� CM-2� Q6uãÂ�ÃCM-2Åë456¶G+,S/¡confused¦çÙ�

Ù�/<SS456¸ S5456³G+,0n
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¼ ���Éhi;C��+;45�¶<æ=23{ =_`,ÑÒÓ`

Xïæ5ë�k 747-400' VO{ 610:ÎÏ =�áî£jîïÞ>?�ö

�é  

2.2  T�UV 

9æÊj� 1.6.2)KLMNÃCM-2È Q5��GuãÂ�ÃCM-2� SS4

56Ò` 610:ÎÏ =Ò��EH�	ä¸ 610:ÎÏ =>f@.�ÛÜÝ

Þ�¿	<AY=¡realize¦¸ÙBç�C»
GÒ�  

� CM-2È Q8� Q9Ù��uãÂ�ÃCM-2È¼ Ó` 610:ÎÏ =¹�

�sDEF��.GGO�¿p� ZÅë	B�HEFGO CM-2 ()Î�

��.²�¿É½¨�	
��ÐNÂ*�åaI#e�_¢JKæIÄ�Þ×

FÛÜÝÞ ̈ � CM-1È Q17uãÂ�Ã�Ë CM-2LjÉMØÛÜÝÞ�CM-2

GNj_? ZO$jÙP�MØÛÜÝÞ  

�zÅë CM-2 V¨
��45²�È()��.¹�É�¼��QRW�

XY�_¢JKæIÄ�?¼ ÑÊ��Ö×FÛÜÝÞ  

2.3  �WXY 

9æÊj� 1.6.1 )KLMNÃCM-1 È Q8 ��uãÂ�ÃCM-1 È¼ �

SS456Ò` 610:ÎÏ =²�ä¸ S5456./0:ÈæSìG%:8<�

�Û�Bî2 CM-1 T÷GW�XYG�U,V�å CM-1 òë ZWÉXY�

�,Vè¨�,Vë CM-1È Q7��Guãw/Ãê CM-2p�
��ÑÍ��

�.²�CM-1ÉÓ�Z[�XY¼ ���.GÎ���¿�¢�<  

SQ029 � ®	¹¸�R\¡×FÛÜÝÞ¹¸�cR\¹¦���p�

¼ ���ÃÄ singapore two nine our airport management want you to back to cks 

airport for checking Äè¼ ���{¹uãÃÄ singapore two nine just confirm 

we the operation normal at the moment and we would like to continue to singapore Ä
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eI 1  f��gIhij 

TRANSCRIPT OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN 

SIA29 � Taipei Ground / Taipei Tower / Taipei Approach. 

On Jul. 19, 2002 

 

P: Pilot of SIA29 

C1: Controller of Taipei Ground Control Position¡Freq. 121.7¦ 

C2: Controller of Taipei Local Control Position¡Freq. 118.7¦ 

C3: Controller of Taipei NR Position¡Freq. 125.1¦ 

UTC Com Contents 

(Taipei Ground Control Position Freq. 121.7 Between P / C1) 
230505 P taipei ground singapore two nine good morning 

 C1 singapore two nine taipei ground go ahead 
 P roger five minutes call for singapore and we have information bravo three 

eight eight soul on board  
 C1 singapore two nine roger standby for alti… correction say your request 

altitude of november eight nine two 
 P three six zero singapore two nine 
 C1 singapore two nine roger standby for altitude check information chali now 

current 
230536 P standby 

   
230715 P taipei ground singapore two nine ready for start and push back 

 C1 singapore two nine start up approve stand by for push back for ground traffic 
 P cleared to start and stand by push singapore two nine 

230800 P ground singapore two nine  
 C1 go ahead 
 P how long will be delay for push back 
 C1 singapore two nine after eva jumbo cleared behind cleared for push back 

runway two four 
 P ok thank you 
   

230900 C1 singapore two nine advise ready for copy clearance 
 P ok go ahead sir 
 C1 singapore two nine cleared to singapore airport via maggie one departure 

bravo five nine one november eight nine two maintain flight level two four 
zero expect flight level three six zero at hengchun squawk two six three seven 
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 P singapore two nine is cleared to singapore maggie one departure bravo five 
nine one november eight nine two flight level two four zero expect flight level 
three six zero squawk two six three seven 

 C1 singapore two nine maintain flight level two four zero expect flight level three 
six zero at hengchun 

 P roger two four zero expect three six zero at hengchun singapore two four and 
just confirm maggie one departure and bravo five nine one transition 

 C1 singapore two nine via maggie one departure bravo five nine one november 
eight nine two there is no transition 

 P roger thank you 
231020 C1 singapore two nine clearance read back correct push back approved runway 

two four 
 P cleared for push back runway two four singapore two nine 
   

231735 P ground singapore two nine request taxi 
 C1 singapore two nine taxi to runway two four via taxiway sierra five sierra papa 
 P sierra five sierra papa for runway two four singapore two nine 
   

232003 C1 singapore two nine gound 
 C1 singapore two nine taipei ground 
 P singapore two nine sorry about that we miss sierra five  
   

232022 C1 singapore two nine did you have the sign signboard of taxiway sierra five in 
sight 

 P ya we have it in sight sorry about that because of missing  
 C1 singapore two nine roger 
   

232231 C1 singapore two nine contact taipei tower one one eight point seven 
 P singapore two nine good day 
 C1 good day 
   
  with taipei tower on 118.7 

232250 P taipei tower good morning singapore two nine ready for take off 
 C2 singapore two nine runway two four wind one eight zero at three cleared for 

take off 
232300 P cleared for take off runway two four singapore two nine 

   
232532 C2 singapore two nine contact taipei approach one two five point one 

 P one two five point one good day 
   
  with taipei approach on 125.1 

232545 P taipei approach good morning singapore two nine one thousand six hundred 
feet 
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 C3 singapore two nine taipei approach roger radar contact climb and maintain 
flight level two four zero 

 P climb and maintain flight level two four zero singapore two nine 
   

232600 C3 singapore two nine fly heading three five zero vector to join bravo five nine 
one 

 P roger heading three five zero singapore two nine 
   

232805 C3 singapore two nine turn right direct to anpu resume own navigation 
 P right direct to anpu then own navigation singapore two nine 
   

233053 C3 singapore two nine taipei 
 P singapore two nine go ahead 
 C3 singapore two nine your operation want me to relay you a message when you 

taxi from sierra five passing parking bay six one one appears you hit 
something on the ground 

 P singapore two nine say again 
 C3 singapore two nine stand by i’ll check again 
   

233150 C3 singapore two nine taipei 
 P go ahead 
 C3 singapore two nine your operation want to relay a message to you when you 

taxi out from sierra five taxiway passing parking bay six one one it appears 
you hit something on the ground please check 

 P roger singapore two nine 
   

233250 C3 singapore two nine taipei 
 P go ahead 
 C3 singapore two nine our airport management want you to back to cks airport 

for checking 
 P just stand by ok 
   

233410 C3 singapore two nine revised maintain flight level two zero zero waiting for the 
answer 

 P singapore two nine roger flight level two zero zero 
   

233424 P singapore two nine maintain flight level two zero zero 
 C3 singapore two nine roger maintain flight level two zero zero and say intention 

now 
 P singapore two nine just confirm we the operation normal at the moment and 

we would like to continue to singapore 
 C3 singapore two nine stand by 
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233632 C3 singapore two nine maintain flight level two zero zero contact taipei control 
one two nine point one just confirm again is everything ok 

 P affirmative our operation looking singapore two nine  
 C3 roger contact one two nine point one  

233648 P roger good day 
   
   

&End of transcript' 
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